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Abstract

Utterance
Slot
Intent

Cloud-based Natural Language Understanding (NLU) services are getting more and more popular with the development
of artificial intelligence. More applications are integrated with
cloud-based NLU services to enhance the way people communicate with machines. However, with NLU services provided
by different companies powered by unrevealed AI technology,
how to choose the best one is a problem for users. To our
knowledge, there is currently no platform that can provide
guidance to users and make recommendations based on their
needs. To fill this gap, in this paper, we propose NLUBroker, a platform to comprehensively measure the performance
indicators of candidate NLU services, and further provide a
broker to select the most suitable service according to the
different needs of users. Our evaluation shows that different
NLU services leading in different aspects, and NLUBroker
is able to improve the quality of experience by automatically
choosing the best service. In addition, reinforcement learning
is used to support NLUBroker by an intelligent agent in a
dynamic environment, and the results are promising.
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a
O

symphony
by
B-music_item
O
PlayMusic

Beethoven
B-artist

Table 1: An example utterance with annotations of semantic
slots in IOB format and intent, which indicates the slot of the
music item, and the artist with the intent PlayMusic.
compared to others? (b) how to choose the proper service for
an application with a specific purpose? Answering these two
questions will greatly benefit application developers using
NLU services.
We are able to answer the first question by analyzing service performance qualitatively through some general metrics.
NLU performance is represented in two parts: intent detection and slot filling. Intent detection is the utterance level
classification, to classify the end user intents given diversely
expressed utterances in natural language. Popular detection
methods include support vector machines (SVM), convolutional neural networks (CNN) [14] and recurrent neural networks (RNN) [16]. Slot filling is the word level sequential labeling task to understand utterances with finer granularity and
usually performs well on conditional random field (CRF) [20],
RNN [23] and attention model [8]. Take a play music utterance as an example, “play a symphony by Beethoven" (Table 1)1 . Different slot types are labeled for each word, and
a specific intent is labeled for the whole utterance. Thus, to
compare the performance of different NLU services, the performance of intent and slot filling can be used, as well as
other metrics such as cost and responsiveness which are generally important considerations for a cloud-based service. The
second question is an extension of the first question and can
be resolved once the performance of each service provider
is compared and analyzed. Based on the comparison result,
users will find the most appropriate one for the required scenario easily.
In this paper, we propose NLUBroker to address the two

Introduction

The widespread development of computerized natural language understanding (NLU) has resulted in several cloudbased NLU products and services [1, 6, 9, 17] and has greatly
affected the way people interact with machines. Dialog systems, especially goal-oriented dialog systems, are now commonly used to support applications requiring NLU capabilities [10]. With time-sensitive and compute-intensive requirements, NLU services use cloud computing to train language
models with machine learning algorithms for high accuracy
and scalable service. In developed applications, NLU services
are often integrated with other services such as storage and analytic services on the cloud as well as third-party applications
to provide enhanced functionality.
With the burgeoning of NLU services, two challenging but
practical questions arise: (a) how good is one NLU service
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IOB format: a common token tagging format. B- prefix indicates the beginning of a tag, I- prefix indicates the tag is inside a chunk, and O means a
token belongs to no chunk.

Figure 1: The design of NLUBroker.
aforementioned questions. NLUBroker has a general benchmarking module to make a comprehensive evaluation of NLU
services. This module contributes to the brokering module
by initializing broker parameters with the evaluation results.
The brokering module takes over the data flow distribution
for the application when several cloud providers are available.
By leveraging a reinforcement learning (RL) algorithm, the
brokering module can achieve better scalability. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the NLUBroker design, including the benchmarking and the
brokering, as well as the underlying mechanisms. NLUBroker is evaluated in Section 3. Related work is introduced in
Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2

Design

In this section, we introduce the design of NLUBroker. Our
system is based on the assumption that users have access to
train and use models on multiple service providers. Figure 1
illustrates the system architecture of NLUBroker which is
composed of two components: the benchmarking module and
the brokering module. The two components are detachable
from each other since each module itself can have its own
input parameters, while the two modules work together to
provide the comprehensive functionality as a fair NLUBroker.

2.1

specified using the descriptor: workload size, training and
testing ratio, target services, target workloads, target metrics,
evaluate criterion, and so on. A default training corpus is also
provided by the system for users who don’t have a specified
dataset.
Workload generator is responsible for validating, cleaning,
and transforming the input data according to the descriptor. It
removes redundant data which only differs by space, punctuation, or letter-case, and converts data to the required format.
Then it generates workload files based on the training/testing
data ratio, workload size, intent type, slot type, etc..
Service evaluator collects three key parameters for NLU
services: intent, slot type, and utterance to generate qualified
files to train NLU models on different service providers. It
helps the user to train models based on the provided corpus
and descriptor on multiple service providers under the given
quota. Once models are trained well on the cloud and ready to
use, service evaluator sends queries to different models using
APIs provided by services. To evaluate NLU services, the
service evaluator uses target metrics defined by users in the
descriptor. It also provides several metrics by default, ranging
from general system-related metrics such as availability to
NLU-specific metrics like prediction accuracy.
With the three aforementioned components, the benchmarking module is extensible to test a variety of cloud NLU services with different corpora. By allowing users to have selfdefined input, the benchmarking module helps users not only
on making research comparisons, but also having a better
understanding of the difference among NLU services.

Benchmarking

As the fundamental part for the brokering module, the benchmarking module is proposed for two purposes: (1) guide users
by providing efficient evaluation and comparison in terms of
functionality, performance, and availability. Users can easily
choose the most appropriate service for their specific purposes based on the evaluated information; (2) initialize the
brokering module by giving the score of the service providers
according to the evaluation metrics and user preferences.
User interface allows users to have self-defined descriptors
and corpora. Consider a user interested in finding the most
appropriate service for a chatbot; several arguments can be

2.2

Brokering

Let’s assume a scenario where an application developer designs a personal assistant application that uses the cloud-based
NLU service to reduce development costs. The service type
includes queries for a variety of purposes, such as finding
nearby restaurants, inquiring about the local weather, advice
on travel routes, and more. In order to read the end user’s input more accurately, the brokering module can take advantage
of the benchmarking results and always push the query to
the top-ranked service provider. Figure 1 depicts this process.
A lightweight multi-classification method is deployed in the
brokering module to obtain the intent of each incoming query,
since the service performance is affected by the intent type
as validated in Section 3. The ranking formula of the available service provider is then generated based on the results
contributed by the benchmarking module (blue arrow in Figure 1), as shown in Equation (1). We use quality of experience
(QoE) to indicate the service ranking. The higher the QoE, the
better the service. In the static approach (left side in Figure 1
Brokering), QoE is the only indicator for brokering. Each
element in the vector QoE ranges from 0 to 1 to represent
performance of available providers on different intents. Set
X 0 stands for normalized metrics X. The normalization of n

Algorithm 1 Algorithm in experience-driven agent
Input: State space S, action space A, discount rate θ, learning rate µ
1: Initialize Q(s, a), T t0 ;
2: while q do
3:
for query qi with intent i coming at time t do
4:
interact with the environment to get Si ;
5:
according to policy πt (s, a), take action Ati : choose
provider p j ;
6:
broker qi to p j , get reward R(s, a): qoetji , new state Stj
and waiting time T jit ;
7:
Q(s, a) ← (1 − µ) ∗ Q(s, a) + µ ∗ (R(s, a) + θ ∗ Q(s, a) ∗
log(T jit /T jlast );
8:
T jlast ← T jit
9:
end for
10: end while

different metrics varies depending on their impact on overall
performance. Users are free to assign values for set α with a
sum of one to decide the weights of corresponding metrics.
n

QoE =

∑ αk ∗ Xk0 ,

n

where

k=1

∑ αk = 1

10 ∗ Tmin
F
Mmin
+β∗
,
+γ∗
T
Fmax
M
where α + β + γ = 1
QoE = α ∗ log

(1)

k=1

(2)

Specifically, in this paper, we consider the response time
T , prediction performance F, as well as the monetary cost M
to rank the service by Equation (2). The logarithm of time
takes the notion that the marginal improvement of perceived
quality is reduced at a faster response rate for the end user.
The accuracy and cost are simply chosen to be normalized
by the extreme value. The constant 10 is multiplied to avoid
a negative value. The weights α, β, and γ depend on users’
assessment of the priority of the corresponding metric. Note
that the brokering module also has the ability to optimize
by accuracy, responsiveness, and cost, by simply setting the
corresponding parameter to 1 and the others to 0. We consider QoE in the rest of the paper since it is a comprehensive
indicator that combines all of these factors.

2.3

Experience-driven agent

Equation (1) embodies the basic principle of the brokering
module, which is to always choose the best service provider
for queries given the predicted intent in a static way. While
in reality, a static distribution is not always applicable due
to quotas imposed by the service. For example, for a web
application embedded with an NLU service, when the number
of end user requests under one intent bursts, the static way will
reach the limitation of the best service. Considering the joint
QoE of clients, we resort to reinforcement learning (RL) [25]
to improve the brokering module by balancing load among the

services. RL refers to an agent learning continuously from
the interaction with the environment to achieve a specific
goal: the maximum expected QoE. As shown in Algorithm 1,
for each incoming query qi at a specific state s (intent) on
time t, the agent follows a policy πt (s) to take action. A
policy defines the probability distribution over actions. πt (s, a)
means the probability that action a is taken in state s at time
t. When there is peak traffic access, the agent will be aware
of the possible service congestion and distribute to the vacant
service providers promptly. Therefore, we have considered the
latency factor in Q (Algorithm 1 line 7) for the policy. qoetji
is the reward for query qi at time t and is calculated after the
action Ati is taken using Equation 1, demonstrating the end
user experience. θ is introduced as the discount rate to avoid
a possible infinity problem in the reward, since the agent
is updating dynamically according to the current network
situation, server state, and user preferences.
Compared with accessing a single cloud NLU service
provider, the brokering module makes it possible to provide
a real-time choice and combine the advantages of different
cloud services to improve the end user experience, which is
not possible using a single service provider. Moreover, users
can pre-define the weights for performance metrics based on
their preferences so that the brokering module can provide
reasonable optimization for them. In addition, by interacting
with the environment promptly, the agent can effectively distribute the high-concurrency query data to multiple service
providers to ensure the timeliness of the query results.

3

Implementation

To build a fair NLUBroker, we trained the models from scratch
to achieve an impartial comparison because built-in slot types
for each service are different in content, size, and purpose.
In addition, we carefully read the materials about instruction,
access and usage limitation, etc. to ensure the evaluation and
implementation are conducted legitimately. Considering the
cost and time limitation, we only choose three of the most
representative and widely used NLU service providers to evaluate: Google Dialogflow, Amazon Lex, and Microsoft LUIS.
NLUBroker is extensible for other NLU services.
NLUBroker is deployed on an Intel Fog Reference node,
which has one Xeon E3-1275 v5 processor equipped with
32GB DDR4 memory and 256GB PCIe SSD. Network speed
is ensured to be consistent and stable during the experiments.
For benchmarking purposes we use a labeled public NLU
dataset SNIPS collected by the company snips.ai and labeled
with intent and slot type [5]. It includes nearly 14K utterances
with seven common used intents in human communications:
AddToPlaylist, BookRestaurant, GetWeather, PlayMusic, RateBook, SearchCreativeWork, SearchScreeningEvent. For each
intent, there are a group of slot types related to it.

Figure 3: Prediction performance (intent).
(a) All intents

(b) Without SearchCreativeWork

Figure 2: Learning curve results.

3.1

Provider Performance

This part introduces results from the benchmarking module
evaluating three state-of-the-art NLU services from both algorithmic and system aspects.
Learning Curve. The learning curve is one important indicator for evaluating the quality of the service, especially for
users who hope to get an accurate model with limited training
data. We randomly select from a corpus to compose the training data set with the sizes of 10, 50, 100, 200, 500, 800, and
1000 for each intent and use LearningCurve A to G to label
the trained model. Lex is limited to F because of restrictions.
From the benchmark, we randomly select 80% as the training
set for each intent, with the remaining 20% in the testing set.
To avoid possible bias and to exercise the general capability
of models, we test models five times, by randomly choosing
testing sets from testing utterances each time. Figure 2 illustrates how the average F1 score of trained models varies with
training data size. LUIS maintains stable and accurate performance all the time. Dialogflow’s performance on E is lower
than expected. Lex starts at the lowest score and experiences
a steep increase when training data grows from B to C, where
the training data size grows from two to three digits for each
intent. The gap between Lex and Dialogflow narrows with
more training data, and Lex exceeds Dialogflow on E. The
unusually low F1 score of E for Dialogflow arises because
SearchCreativeWork has an extremely low F1 score, since
Dialogflow is confused by SearchCreativeWork and SearchScreenEvent. After removing this intent, both Dialogflow and
Lex obtain stable improvement as shown in Figure 2(b). In
general, good performance requires more than 100 utterances
to train for each intent. When training sets are small, LUIS
performs best.
Intent detection. Figure 3 shows the average F1 score for
each intent. Dialogflow predicts most of the intents accurately,
leaving SearchCreativeWork and SearchScreeningEvent intents, whose F1 scores are less than 0.8. Lex shows an obvious deficiency in predicting BookRestaurant. LUIS has stable
performance and high accuracy (more than 0.9) among all
intents. On the whole, AddToPlaylist, GetWeather, PlayMusic, RateBook are so-called “good intent" achieving high F1
scores across different services, while the remaining three
intents get various results. For users, it is essential to select
the appropriate service depending on the target intent.

Slot filling. Similarly to intent detection, slot filling performance varies among different slots. We define “bad" slot types
as those whose F1 score is less than 0.6, and we find it is hard
for all three services to correctly detect phrases in PlayMusic
with label album, track, and genre. One reason for this is the
limited amount of training data of these slot types, which is
only one-fourth to one-third of the training data for other slot
types. Thus, the model is not strong enough to understand
the context structure for these slot types. The other “bad" slot
types are related to names, such as a street name (poi), a food
name (cuisine), or a restaurant name (restaurant_name). Interestingly, each service varies in failed slot types and numbers,
reflecting the different drawbacks in back-end models.
Responsiveness. Response time is evaluated with the test
set in F and measured by the operation time for each query.
The results reported in Table 2 show the average response
time and the time spent completing 99% of queries. Though
on average it takes less than 0.7 seconds for all three services
to process a query, there is a big difference in end-to-end
latency among the three services. On average, operation time
consumed by Lex is three times that of Dialogflow, and 1.7
times that of LUIS.
Service
Intent (F1)
Slot (F1)
Average
Response (s)
99%
Availability (%)
Cost/1,000 requests ($)
Limit requests/minute

Dialogflow
88.73
83.56
0.206
0.388
99.970
2.00
600

Lex
89.01
87.78
0.604
0.835
99.991
0.75
N/A

LUIS
97.95
85.38
0.357
0.512
99.998
3.00
3,000

Table 2: Evaluation summary.
Availability. In order to measure availability, we queried
NLU services over 30 consecutive days and measured the
failure rate. In each minute of the availability test, the framework sends a query to the cloud services and records any error
message received. All three services show good performance
in the availability tests, and failures rarely occur (Table 2). A
higher number of failures occurred in Dialogflow because the
gateway was out of service for several consecutive minutes.
[Summary and insights] Table 2 summaries the evaluation
results of three state-of-the-art NLU service providers. Cost
and request limitations are provided by documentation for
each service provider, and we compare only the enterprise
version. The results from the evaluation module reveal that,
in general, the three services all performed well: average F1
score around 0.9, average latency less than 1s, and average
availability higher than 99.9%. Users thus need to measure

the indicators to find the service that best meets their requirements. The three state-of-the-art NLU services have trade-offs
between accuracy and other performance metrics. There is
no absolute winner achieving the shortest response time and
highest accuracy at the same time. And the prediction performance is affected by the training data size and intent type.
Thus, if the user obtains a dataset with larger data, or in a different distribution, it is worthwhile to rerun the benchmarking
to generate a new model.

3.2

Figure 4: Throughput performance.

F1 (%)
Response (s)
Cost
QoE (%)

NLUBroker Performance

The lightweight multiclassification algorithm for NLUBroker is logistic regression provided by Scikit-learn, with the
semantic hash as the embedding method [22]. This combination is chosen given the small overhead (0.1ms/request) with
good accuracy (91.0%). Both the word embedding model and
trained logistic regression model are saved and launched once
with NLUBroker.
QoE optimization. We evaluate the NLUBroker performance using QoE as shown in Table 3 for both the static and
agent-based method. The static method uses Equation 2 to
choose the best service provider. The agent-based method follows the Algorithm 1 proposed in Section 3. We set both the
learning rate µ and discount factor θ to 0.5 in the experiment,
which means that the agent treats historical performance and
current performance equally and learns from both at the same
speed. As an example to show the capability of NLUBroker
to optimize QoE, we choose the weights as 0.8, 0.1, 0.1 for accuracy, response time, and cost, considering the trade off [13].
The NLUBroker performance is shown in Table 3. Though it
has the trade-off among parameters, compared with accessing
a single cloud NLU service provider, NLUBroker makes it
possible to combine the advantages of different cloud services
to obtain a more balanced performance with higher QoE in
both static and agent-based approaches. Considering the simplicity of deployment, the static approach is the best choice
when queries coming in slow speed and small volume.
Throughput. To test the scalability of NLUBroker, we
increase the number of threads to get the throughput of the
system and compare with systems without NLUBroker. When
getting “too many requests” messages from the server, NLUBroker is able to distribute requests to the suboptimal service.
Since Lex is not accepting multiple requests at the same time,
we compare NLUBroker with the other two. The throughput
results (Figure 4) show that the performance of Dialogflow
and LUIS is consistent with the request limitation claimed in
the document, while NLUBroker has the capability to balance
workload by distributing blocked requests to a second choice.
The static approach will retry three times before brokering the
blocked request to the second choice service. The agent-based
approach has the highest throughput when the thread number
increases, since it constantly monitors the response time of
previous responses in the same action and quickly switches

Dialogflow

Lex

LUIS

88.73
0.206
2.00
84.73

89.01
0.604
0.75
87.92

97.95
0.357
3.00
88.31

NLUBroker
(static)
97.23
0.25
2.29
90.17

NLUBroker
(agent)
97.38
0.32
2.68
90.28

Table 3: QoE optimization for NLUBroker.
to other available services without retrying the operation.

4

Related Work

Benchmarking. Different types of benchmarks are available
for different computing applications and services [4, 7, 15,
27, 28]. However, the required workload and evaluation indicators in NLU services differ from the existing benchmarks,
making it still at an early stage. Resnik et al. evaluated several
NLP services with different case studies [21]. [3] examined
the prediction performance of several NLU services on two
different corpora. Dialogue systems are evaluated with similar
principles [18,26]. These works focus at the algorithmic level,
while our benchmarking module evaluates NLU services from
both an algorithmic and system perspective.
Brokering. Located between cloud customers and providers,
brokers are helping customers to select the most suitable
cloud service [2, 11, 12, 19, 24]. For example, [11] proposes a
split algorithm for request splitting and provisioning across
multiple cloud platforms. ARank ranks the candidate services
based on service quality. However, there is no suitable broker
designed specifically for NLU services.

5

Conclusion

In this work, NLUBroker, an extensible NLU service broker,
is proposed to help users choose a suitable service provider
based on preferences and enable the cross-cloud resource acquisition for QoE of applications. NLUBroker evaluates the
performance of several state-of-the-art NLU service providers
and shows that there is no absolute winner in different query
scenarios in terms of accuracy, responsiveness, and cost. With
these insights, NLUBroker automatically distributes NLU
requests based on user preferences to make full use of the
advantage of each service provider to achieve the overall optimality. A reinforcement learning-based agent is leveraged
to deal with high concurrency requests in a dynamic environment, while ensuring accuracy and responsiveness.

6

Discussion

In this paper, we propose NLUBroker, a platform to comprehensively measure the performance indicators of candidate
NLU services, and further provide a broker to select the most
suitable service according to the different needs of users. And
we list the discussion as follows:
[Feedback] One of the core parts is about how to design the
brokering module, so we are looking for suggestions on the
methodology of NLUBroker, especially for the more efficient
policy for the reinforcement learning-based agent.
[Controversial points] The privacy issue is always a problem between the cloud customer and service provider, and this
issue also exists in NLUBroker. Before the data is uploaded
to the cloud, it will go through the broker, which may increase
the potential risk. In our design, NLUBroker only helps requests to select the optimal service, while never saving any
data in any circumstances.
[Discussion types] This paper is likely to generate discussions on the different performance of cloud-based NLU
services, and the reinforcement learning-based agent. Specifically, it should lead to discussions on how the brokering
module contributes to the quality of experience for users.
[Open issue] This paper is focused on the functionality of
NLUBroker. We do not address the types of natural language
understanding algorithms used by the cloud service providers.
[Under what circumstances might the whole idea fall
apart] The ideas in the paper will continue to be valid as long
as Web services for natural language understanding services
continue to be used.,
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